
IBSSA summary 2010

In 2010 the Hungarian section of the IBSSA represented the Hungarian security market in a significant extent – in  
cooperation with  the Hungarian authorities and partner associations,  promoting and supporting their  work in this 
difficult economic and public safety situation.
The IBSSA Hungarian Section kept on publishing advertisements as well as security-related press campaign in the 
press organs dealing with Hungarian security matters.

Our members  hold leading-managing positions at  numerous Hungarian  partner companies  and associations, their 
active membership promotes constantly the successful functioning of these partner organisations.

Hereby I wish to review the most significant works and activities of the IBSSA Hungarian Section in 2010:

• In October we were sad to announce the decease of our beloved friend: police colonel Stephen Macsári, who was since 
its establishment the patronising member of the IBSSA, and Secretary of the Education and Qualification Department of  
the Hungarian Section.
His sudden death was very poignant for all of us, and we feel now a deep sorrow for the loss of such an honest friend, a 
fair and reliable partner, a just man and an exemplary member of our association. 

• The  Hungarian  Section  of  IBSSA  signed  a  Cooperation  agreement  with  the Hungarian  “Chamber  of 
Bodyguards, Property Protection and Private Detectives”, which agreement exists since 24th August 2010

• The Hungarian Section of IBSSA signed a  Cooperation agreement  with NAPI Gazdaság  journal  –  which 
agreement aims to level up the professionalism of the publications

• During our monthly Club Meetings all our members could meet the representatives of big companies and had 
the opportunity to listen to presentations and lectures, such as:

• Robert Radványi, representative of the Daily Business Economics and Finance news-sheet; informed us about 
the security profession, as well as about the Security Market Yearbook

• Stephen  Németh,  representative  of  FreedomRocks  co.,  spoke  about  the  FreedomRocks  guidelines  and 
procedures

• Dr.  Joseph Kaló,  President of  MBVMSZ, talked about “The development of  sectoral  dialogue in the private 
security industry”

• Ferenc Németh, President of the Chamber of Bodyguards, Property Protection and Private Detectives, held a 
lecture about: “Quo Vadis law enforcement? Private security with state guarantees”

• Stephen Subicz, Director of Salespartners Hungary Kft. - had the following main theme of his presentation: “Elite 
Commando”  -  that  is  to  discover  the common human abilities  of  the top 5 recognised  personal  protection 
specialists, what are the personal givens of the “Elite BG”

• The HEKUS magazine published the Cooperation agreement between the Hungarian Section of IBSSA and 
“FŐGÁZ” (the Budapest Gas Works) – which contract was born in order to prevent gas explosions as well as 
accidents  involving  gas  stoves  and  propane  cylinders  –  so  a  series  of  events  (presentations,  lectures, 
publications) started in June.

• Mr. Csaba Kertész – President of the Hungarian Section of IBSSA signed a Cooperation agreement with Dr. 
Péter  Fábián  –  President  of  the Foundation  “For  Our  Security”,  in  which  agreement  they  agreed  to 
collaborate,  work together for a new security program and stand in with the civil security sphere, the public  
area surveillance and police together to create an even safer district.

• On the 9th October 2010 the XIII. International Ball of Bodyguards and Knights was organised by the Rózsa 
PR Agency. Main Patrons of the private event were the President of the International Bodyguard and Security 
Services Association (IBSSA) and  the Grand Master  of the  Sovereign  Order  of Saint John of Jerusalem, 
Knights of Malta, Federation of the Autonomous Priories (KMFAP).

• IX. SEC-tember: (September 20-25)
Numerous members of the IBSSA Hungarian Section took an active part in the management and promotion 
works of this significant event, which is the yearly international special security training course of IBSSA.

The Hungarian Section of IBSSA thinks it important to represent its members during the Hungarian security forums  
and discussions, therefore we re-launched and activated again the IBSSA Hungarian Association, and during our 
monthly club meetings we find it  important to present the new, world-class products of all  the companies of the 
security market, as well as the fruitful co-operation with our partner- and member organizations, prepare laws, and 
also important to assist governments, local authorities and law enforcement agencies.


